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The two energy crises of the digital industries 

Photo: 220m tall wind turbine producing electricity for Google in Ragunda municipality, Sweden. 
Author: Julia Velkova 



Crisis 1: Burning past planetary life for crunching data
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May 2024



Crisis 2: An electricity crisis



Some imagined solutions to these crises 

European database on 
data-centres



Some imagined solutions to these crises 

Data giants turning to 
renewables via building own 
power plants. 



Map by Google: https://sustainability.google



Plugging data centers to 
“green” grids

Map by Business Sweden: https://business-sweden.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=2a2887ada7254e33ab943091f7d25237



Using computer-generated 
heat for public heating

Photo: Pipes for data center district heating in Stockholm. Fair use.



edge?



Do these imaginaries solve the crises? 
New logics, conflicts and inequalities



Where are we? 

The future with Ai 
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1. Carbon (-free?) Coloniality 

Photo: 220m tall wind turbine producing electricity for Google in Ragunda municipality, Sweden. 
Author: Julia Velkova 



Björkvattnet (Birch Water) wind plant in Jämtland 
county, Sweden

Map: google.sustainability



Locating wind 
for Google (in a 
place where it 
does not blow)

Map: model of wind speed in Sweden; Institute for Geosciences,  Uppsala 
University



Vertical energy 
politics 

Photos: 220m tall wind turbine producing electricity for Google in Ragunda municipality, 
Sweden and a map of the wind park. Author: Julia Velkova 



Jijnjevaerie Sami village
Reindeer herding lands



“We are too a native population here”. 

“The group deciding the 
area of the wind park 
were guys with cardigans. 
I have not clue who they 
were.

Those who wanted to 
build came - people in 
suits, in a truck.
It will be a great 
development, they said. 
He stands and speaks,
and people listen and say, 
aaaah, ooooh. "

Map: hydropower in Ragunda municipality from the book “Kampen om Ammerån” (The fight for Ammer-river), Inga-Maj Granquist, Britt-Elise Ohlsson Fair use.  



New landscapes: 
acoustic, terrestrial, 
human-plant-animal 
relations, mediated 
by Google wind farm

Drawing of a local activist
Sound map of all wind parks in the area of Björkvattnet, Ragunda municipality. Official planning documents.



Map by Google: https://sustainability.google

Politics of coloniality enacted via energy, maps, court 
disputes and losses



2. Infrastructural gentrification





Image above: Julia Velkova; image to the right: Flora Mary Bartlett



Dublin Amsterdam Malmö, Eskilstuna, 
Gävle

Infrastructure gentrification



Crack(s)
“Cracks are material events that emerge as the result of force 
contradictions…They progress along paths of least resistance, exploiting and 
tearing through different material substances where the cohesive forces of 
aggregate matter are at their weakest. Cracks can move slowly, linger for years 
in a state of potentiality, or accelerate and tear a building apart when force 
contradictions can no longer be absorbed” (Eyal Weizman 2019, Forensic 
Architecture, p. 53)



Where are we heading with “Sustainable” 
ICT?  What are we actually sustaining? And 
what is being destroyed? Who is being 
displaced? 

Big Tech actors and the data center industry 
create UNLIVEABLE FUTURES, DISMANTLING 
PUBLIC VALUES — all through sustainability 
projects. 



Towards Liveable futures 
with the digital industries



HOW to make liveable relations with digital infrastructure

- What would a digital future that sets as a goal to proliferate and 
sustain reindeer herding and indigenous people lifestyles 
unchanged look like? 

- What would a digital future that begins with care for public, 
shared, equitable infrastructure looks like? 

- The digital in the 1990s was built around the today utopian idea 
of serving the common good. How can the idea of commons be 
rehabilitated? We need to sustain infrastructure commons, land 
commons, energy commons from the insatiable appetite of the 
digital industry. 

Photo: temporary sign warning for reindeers in the area,, 
Jätmand province, Sweden. Author: Julia Velkova 



1. Priorities - develop rigorous and equitable principles regarding 
how much public infrastructure capacity can be allocated to 
different actors in society. And question the need to datafy 
and digitalise so intensely. 

2. Values and Principles of Publicness
3. Data centers should be regulated as infrastructure to 

introduce obligations. 

Not against digitalisation but what form digitalisation can take. 

3 principles for regulation/policy


